
“Latsky’s movement style is wonderfully 
weighted and visceral. The end of  
one action is the beginning of the next,  
giving the choreography a sensual  
rebound that is graceful but not  
pretentious. We see, hear, and feel  
gravity.”

—Cecly Placenti, Dance Enthusiast



Heidi Latsky Dance (HLD) is NYC’s largest physically-
integrated, contemporary dance company whose mission is to redefine beauty 
through performance and discourse. Founded in 2001, HLD has incorporated 
performers with disabilities and other unique attributes to create provocative, 
diverse dance. 

GIMP (2008) garnered praise for its stimulating investigation of inclusion. 
Dance Magazine called the piece “a milestone in contemporary dance” and a 
news feature on the work was nominated for an Emmy. In 2014, Latsky was 
nominated as the first participant in “Dance for Film on Location” at Montclair 
State University, which resulted in her first film Soliloquy that has screened 
internationally. 

ON DISPLAY, HLD’s current portfolio, has been disrupting spaces and creating 
unexpected beauty across sectors and continents since 2015. This thought-
provoking sculpture garden has been presented at: Whitney Museum, High 
Line, Lincoln Center, Central Park, Cooper Hewitt, National Portrait Gallery, City 
Winery, American Dance Festival, and Stavros Niarchos in Athens, Greece. ON 
DISPLAY GLOBAL, a one-day, social justice initiative, is an annual installation 
performed on International Day of Person with Disabilities at the UN, NYU Tisch 
and at 40+ cities worldwide. D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D (2017) was a product of HLD’s 
residence at the Hurleyville Arts Centre and has since been shown at Baruch 
Performing Arts Center (2018), City College (2019) and will be shown at High 
Fest International Performing Arts Festival in Armenia, October 2019. 

The company’s latest work, Unfinished, premiered at Dixon Place in May 2019 
and will be shown at Forward Motion Festival in Miami, September 2019. 
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“If film becomes the medium of 
preference for choreographers 
in the 21st century, it will be 
because of luminous works like 
Heidi Latsky’s Soliloquy.” 
 —Robert Johnson, NJArts.net

“The harmony among Latsky 
and these performers and 
among themselves, as well 
as what they have achieved 
in terms of art is a beautiful 
thing to see. …Watching all of 
them at work can make one 
both more accepting of one’s 
own limitations and impatient 
to get on with the business of 
challenging these.“ 
 —Deborah Jowitt, ArtsJournal

 

“Like all truly satisfying great 
art, you can experience IF 
on an intellectual, visceral, 
emotional and visual level. If art 
is supposed to make you think, 
feel, and experience something 
outside of the bounds of what 
you are accustomed to, IF is just 
that work.”

—The Huffington Post

“GIMP beautifully resets preconceptions 
about bodies and movement.”
 —The New Yorker

http://heidilatskydance.com


Heidi Latsky (Artistic Director | Founder) first received recognition 
as a celebrated principal dancer for the Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company 
(1987-1993). Her experience there profoundly influenced her style and her 
philosophy of dance as she developed a reputation in her own right as a 
choreographer for stage, theater, and film. Latsky toured extensively throughout 
the United States and Europe with her own company and as part of Goldhuber & 
Latsky (with former partner Lawrence Goldhuber) [1996-2000]. She headed the 
Movement Department at The School for Film and Television from 1998-2005, 
where she developed her teaching practice which was recently revitalized: MARS 
(mindful activation release study). 
In 2001 she founded her own company, Heidi Latsky Dance (HLD), and in 2006, 
began an intensive period of creation with bi-lateral amputee, Lisa Bufano. This 
marked a significant shift of focus for HLD where the vision extended to include 
dynamic performers with disabilities. In 2014, Peak Performances at Montclair 
State University commissioned Latsky as the first participant of “Dance for Film on 
Location at Montclair State University”, underwritten by the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation, to create a film and evening-length piece. Soliloquy debuted within 
TRIPTYCH in 2015 and has screened at the American Dance Festival, Festival de 
Marseille, The ReelAbilities Film Festival, Dance on Camera at Lincoln Center, 
Miami Screendance, Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston and The Whitney 
Museum. Latsky is an advocate for Disability Rights as an inaugural member of 
the Dance/NYC Disability Task Force. Recent space grants to expand her work 
include Hurleyville Art Centre in upstate NY and two CUNY campuses, Baruch 
Performing Arts Center and City College Center for the Arts, as part of the CUNY 
Dance Initiative. She has sustained partnerships with Commissioner Victor 
Calise of the Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities and the innovative NuVu 
School in Cambridge, MA, NYU, the United Nations. Latsky serves on the Artist 
Advisory Board of Danspace Project, and has recently presented at Harvard and 
Wesleyan Universities. Latsky has been an adjudicator for the American College 
Dance Festival Association (ACDFA), the Modern Atlanta Dance Festival and 
Dance Prix at NYU. Keynote speeches include Arts for All Abilities Consortium, 
Ramapo for Children, University of Rochester and the Maxine Greene Institute.  
Currently, Latsky is mentoring a young Norwegian disabled choreographer as part 
of the two year program Diverse Nordic Voice - Choreographic Initiative (DNVCI) 
and is leading a pilot program for people with spinal cord injuries. She has a BA 
in Psychology with Honors from Carleton University (1979), receiving the Senate 
Medal for Outstanding Academic Achievement and The Ottawa Ladies College 
Scholarship. 

“Latsky all but sets fires wherever  
she treads. The balance between 
thrashing, full-throttle dancing and 
control is astonishing. Ever heard of 
immaculate mayhem?”
 —The Village Voice
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“Heidi Latsky—a choreographer 
and dancer of uncommon 
intelligence and fluidity”

—The New York Times

“Latsky, once so memorable in 
Bill T. Jones and Arnie Zane’s 
company, has a rich, eclectic 
physical style with links to her 
mentors. She’s extraordinary, 
a small woman whose body is 
charged with feeling, yet exact 
and clear in every way.”

—The Village Voice 

“Few dancers bring so much 
majesty of movement to the 
stage as Heidi Latsky does”

—The Philadelphia Inquirer

“Latsky’s a fierce, visceral 
performer with one of those 
stage personas that can draw 
you into her own private 
world...”

—The Toronto Star

For the choreographer 
Heidi Latsky, there are no 
unbeautiful bodies and no 
bodies incapable of dancing.  
In what some might call 
disability, she finds possibility. “ 
            — The New York Times

info@heidilatskydance.org
heidilatskydance.org

http://heidilatskydance.com
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When you have permission to gaze
BY HANAN DAQQA | FAIRFAX COUNTY TIMES

Yes, on May 19 you have permission to gaze at a human sculpture installation in which a cast of diverse and 
extreme bodies are the sculptures. You can come face to face with the performers, who are trained to be very 
still, and engage with them through looking. This installation, called “ON DISPLAY/RESTON” by Heidi Latsky, 
the artistic director, choreographer, performer and founder of Heidi Latsky Dance (HLD), is a commentary 
on the body as a spectacle and society’s obsession with body image. The installation confronts the gaze and 
disability culture. “People either stare at them or avoid them,” Latsky says.

 “What about the performers/sculptures? Will they be comfortable if I get too close?” I hear you ask.

“The objective of ‘ON DISPLAY’ is to be very, very still, and when you’re still, your eyes are open … They’ll be 
looking right at an audience member, and it’s up to them whether they engage with that audience member 

‘ON DISPLAY/RESTON’ brings human sculpture installation to the public at Reston Town Center, May 19. | Photo By Beowulf Sheehan



just by--they can’t smile at them, they can’t talk to them, 
but they can keep looking at them or they can close their 
eyes--they can’t look away. So, they have the power. 
They decide when their eyes are open and when their 
eyes are closed,” says Latsky.

Think about it: when you have permission to gaze, you 
are given a chance to connect. This is one of the goals 
that Latsky wants to achieve through the installation. She 
also wants to redefine ideas about what beauty is and 
who can dance.

You will notice that the performers are diverse and in-
clude people with visible and invisible disabilities.
Latsky is not new to disability: 

“I actually grew up with my mother, who was debili-
tated from the age I was 11. So it was a gradual thing, 
but it was definitely something that I grew up with, but 
I never thought of her as disabled,” said Latsky, who has 
a psychology degree and started dancing when she was 
20. She had a “traditional understanding” of dance until 
working with the Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Com-
pany. “I realized that dance could be very sociopolitical, 
that it wasn’t just about being athletic and beautiful and 
fun, you could really convey deep meaning through the 
work.”

Latsky’s world turned around when she met Lisa Bufano, PHOTO COURTESY HEIDI LATSKY DANCE

a visual artist who was a bilateral amputee with no fingers and no lower legs. Lisa was looking for a choreographer 
in New York to help her create her solo. “She had everything I wanted in a dancer, even though she had no dance 
training. She was both serious and vulnerable, and that’s what I was looking for, so I started exploring the idea of a 
physically integrated company…I became somewhat of an activist through my work,” explains Latsky. This was the 
moment when including performers with disabilities became part of Latsky’s mission.

As a viewer of “ON DISPLAY/RESTON,” can the experience of looking at human sculptures/performers change 
you?

Latsky shares this story about an 8-year-old boy who has been exposed to a lot of her work: “The first formal ‘ON 
DISPLAY’ that we did was at the Lincoln Center. And it was at the [David Rubenstein] Atrium, and I had an eight-
year-old, [son of] one of my board of directors, and he’s been exposed to a lot of my work. I have a [performer] 
who has Jarcho Levin Syndrome. [This] is like a very truncated torso. So she’s very short. And he didn’t know what 
to make of her and so his mother said, ‘Just go there, and just watch her.’ You know, because this whole thing is 



about looking. It’s about maybe staying with one person and watch-
ing how they move and who they are.

At the end of the installation he went up to his mother and said, 
‘She’s now my favorite dancer, because she’s gorgeous.’ She’s a gor-
geous mover. And so he stuck with her, and got beyond. You know, 
she’s a very different looking person, but she’s beautiful.

I had a videographer who, you know he was filming my work for the 
last few years and he’d never been exposed to disability. He went 
to a doctor’s office and he said, ‘The receptionist was talking to 
me, and then she walked. She had to go somewhere, and I noticed 
that she had a disability and my first thought was, ‘Oh my god, she 
should contact Heidi and dance with her.’

That’s a shift. That’s a shift because it’s not seeing a person with 
a disability like, ‘Oh, what’s wrong with them.’ It’s like, ‘Wow, she 
should dance…There’s a place for her.’ There’s a place in the world. 
It’s beyond just being something that people, you know, shy away 
from.”

Shu Chen Cuff of Gin Dance Company and Suzanne Richard of Open 
Circle Theatre are collaborating with Heidi Latsky Dance.

“Working on ‘ON DISPLAY/RESTON’ has helped me find my inner 
peace and use that calmness to understand my body, my energy 
and my feelings more...I am finding my new self. I’m an artist and 
always on the edge of learning and discovering new things to in-
spire me to create. Heidi’s project has just broadened my horizons,” 
shares Cuff. “It will be such an incredible experience for the patrons 
of the festival to take a moment to enjoy and appreciate the human 
installations.”

“ON DIPLAY/RESTON” is part of the 28th Annual Northern Virginia 
Fine Arts Festival. This project will be open to the public on Sunday, 
May 19 at 11 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. It is commissioned by Reston Com-
munity Center, which is sponsoring the festival.
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‘On Display’ movement installation examines body 
image
BY: CELIA WREN | MAY 16,2019

Peter Trojic in a 2018 version of “On Display” at the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum in New York 
City; a new version of the movement installation will be in Reston. (Bhagirath Iyer)

For an artwork that’s making strides around the world, “On Display” places remarkable value on 
motionlessness.

“It’s a lot of stillness,” creator-choreographer Heidi Latsky says of the piece, a movement installation — or 
human sculpture court — that incorporates performers with and without disabilities. Designed to demonstrate 
inclusiveness and ponder society’s fixation with body image, “On Display” has been mounted internationally, in 
different versions, more than 200 times, Latsky estimates.

The latest iteration arrives Saturday and Sunday when Heidi Latsky Dance presents “On Display/Reston” as 



part of Greater Reston Arts Center’s Northern Virginia Fine Arts Festival. The performances (Saturday’s 
is invitation-only) are mounted in partnership with Shu-Chen Cuff, of Northern Virginia’s Gin Dance 
Company, and Suzanne Richard of Open Circle Theatre, a D.C.-area company whose productions involve 
artists with and without disabilities.

During the performances, audience members will have the chance to walk among roughly 20 white-clad 
performers, who hold sculpture-like poses, varied with interludes of improvised movement. Showcasing 
a range of body types and physicality, the piece offers “a redefinition of what beauty is,” Latsky said by 
phone from her base in New York.

A former principal dancer with Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Company, Latsky founded her own troupe, Heidi 
Latsky Dance, in 2001. Five years later, an inspiring collaboration with Lisa Bufano, an artist who was a 
bilateral amputee (she died in 2013), became a turning point: Latsky began integrating performers with 
disabilities into her work on a regular basis. Not only could such artists offer top-notch talent, she found, 
their involvement also made the work conceptually richer.

“Different bodies — that’s really interesting to me, just from an artistic standpoint,” Latsky says. A 
juxtaposition of diverse body types is more visually arresting and “brings out the humanity of the work.”

An able-bodied artist herself, Latsky emphasizes that her approach to choreographing for artists with 
disabilities is not opportunistic or prescriptive. “My dancers are my collaborators,” she says. “We make 
decisions together. I have never told them what to do.”

In 2009, while on a grant-related retreat, Latsky found herself talking to a museum curator who had been 
taken aback by footage of artists who had missing or atypical limbs even though statues with missing 
body parts — think of the Venus de Milo — struck him as beautiful.

That conversation planted the seeds for “On Display,” a project that launched in 2015 and has grown to 
include, among other iterations, regular performances on Dec. 3 honoring International Day of Persons 
With Disabilities.

Some versions of the piece incorporate more dance elements. The Reston edition will follow the simplest 
“On Display” blueprint, with cast members spending more time in statuelike poses. Latsky says that the 
artists choose their poses but that she sometimes offers guidance to ensure variety in the composition.

Performers keep their eyes open while motionless, but close them during moments of self-directed 
movement. As a result, the artists have the choice of returning a spectator’s gaze, or closing their eyes 
and shifting position. This control factor may be empowering, especially for performers accustomed to 
being stared at in daily life.

Richard, who has been working on casting the local artists with disabilities who will appear in “On 
Display/Reston” and who is also performing in the piece herself, says the installation could help some 
audience members transcend the impulse to see disability as alien otherness.



“It’s about moving past that moment of discomfort” and seeing “the common human experience” in 
different types of bodies, Richard says.

She and other performers with disabilities, she points out, “Are unique artists and unique people, and 
the disability is really not the main focus of our lives. So get over it!

If “On Display” can be empowering on a social and philosophical level, it is challenging on a technical 
one. Embodying stillness “is an endurance test,” Latsky says. “It’s a very difficult thing to do.”

Simply maintaining facial expressions and eye focus for such a performance requires “very strong 
inner peace, and inner control, to stay grounded,” says Cuff, who will perform in “On Display/Reston,” 
alongside Gin Dance colleagues.

The roster of performers will also include members of Heidi Latsky Dance, as well as individuals with 
spinal cord injuries with whom the troupe is currently collaborating, Latsky says.

With its diverse, inclusive cast, “On Display/Reston” is a resonant project for the current moment, 
Latsky believes. “This is really a piece about us coming together and being really vulnerable together,” 

Heidi Latsky (center, in dark leotard) rehearsing the Heidi Latsky Dance Company. (Beowulf Sheehan)

she says. As such, “I think that it speaks to true democracy.”



IMPRESSIONS: Heidi Latsky Dance’s “Unfinished: 
A way out” at Dixon Place
By Cecly Placenti  | May 20, 2019 
Photo by Peter Yesley

May 4, 2019

Concept and Choreography: Heidi Latsky in collaboration with HLD dancers

Lighting Design: Keith Kirkland

Music Director: Ximena Borges

Dancers: Meredith Fages, Tiffany Geigel, Jerron Herman, Jillian Hollis, Heidi Latsky

Heidi Latsky Dance’s Unfinished: A way out; Photo by Peter Yesley

On a dim stage, a ghost-like figure moves in a breathy solo, spiraling around herself like a helix. Above her 
in the balcony, another heavenly figure appears. Lit from behind in a warm wash of amber, she sculpts the 
space in slow, deliberate arcs. These opening moments of Heidi Latsky Dance’s Unfinished: a way out sug-
gest heaven and earth in a relationship, orbiting around each other yet distinctly separate.



It takes a moment to notice that the dancer on the balcony, Tiffany 
Geigel, is disabled. She has Jarcho-Levin Syndrome, a bone growth 
disorder, which causes her spine to grow in a curve. As a core part 
of her mission and work, Heidi Latsky is committed to reflect-
ing diversity. Her company employs a physically integrated staff, 
from performers to board leaders. The choreography — athletic, 
weighted, complex, and demanding — neither highlights nor ig-
nores the physical disparities of her performers. Rather, the focus 
is on the individual characteristics of each dancer, the raw vulner-
ability of movement, and the beauty inherent in the human form.

As Latsky (the ghost-like figure from the opening) and Geigel 
drift into darkness, Meredith Fages, Jerron Herman, and Jillian 
Hollis take the stage in a vertical line, performing slow, repetitive 
steps in unison. Their simple walking pattern is layered with 
complex rhythmic steps: chassés and weight shifts that build in 
intensity. Their feet pound cadences on the floor as they move like 
a wave back and forth across the stage.

At one point, Fages breaks away from the group in an 
intricate, Cunningham-esque solo that is stunning in its specificity 
and speed. Her movements — angular arm gestures and spongy 
pliés — are large and repetitive, and contained in a small circle of 
light as she executes them with fury. When she casually rejoins 
the group, we appreciate the juxtaposition of humans as both 
private and social animals.

While Fages, Herman, and Hollis perform similar choreography, 
they do not make much eye contact, dancing together but 
separately. Even in moments of physical connection, their 
uniqueness stands out. Fages excites with her dexterous speed. 
Hollis adds juicy springiness, Herman casual robustness. A dancer 
with cerebral palsy who did not start dancing until 2011, Herman 
showcases the resiliency and strength of muscles and bones 
configured differently as he dances in complex unison alongside 
his two non-disabled partners.

Latsky’s movement style is wonderfully weighted and visceral. 
The end of one action is the beginning of the next, giving 
the choreography a sensual rebound that is graceful but not 
pretentious. We see, hear, and feel gravity. Although spatial 
patterns and movements like large pliés that retract in a sous-sus 

Heidi Latsky Dance’s Unfinished: A way out; 

Heidi Latsky Dance’s Unfinished: A way out; 

https://www.dancespirit.com/cunningham_technique-2326036535.html


are repeated with slight variation, the overall feeling is meditative 
and textured.

Unfinished: a way out starts slowly, builds in speed to a 
tumultuous crescendo, and then winds down again as Herman, 
alone on stage, revisits the opening wave-like walking pattern. He 
advances before ebbing into the darkness.

As the piece moves from reflective to chaotic and back to intro-
spection, we see a journey through life where death is the des-
tination and the path to heaven is meandering and irregular. A 
journey on which we come together and fall apart, over and over, 
unfinished.

https://www.dance-enthusiast.com/features/impressionsreviews/view/Heidi-Latsky-Dances-Unfinished-A-way-
out-Dixon-Place

Heidi Latsky Dance’s Unfinished: A way out 



What It’s Like to Be Part of a Human Sculpture 
Gallery
 VICTORIA DOMBROSKI | DECEMBER 02, 2018

The author participating in ON DISPLAY. Photo by Nicholas Saretzky, Courtesy Dombroski

There is someone less than a foot away from me, just off of my right shoulder, observing the way I’m 
holding my hand strangely, but perhaps gracefully? I hope my nails are clean. My arm is starting to trem-
ble. I’m not even sure how much time has gone by. I let my arm gently, almost imperceptibly, fall, allow-
ing my shoulder to melt with it, and stop myself mid-breath. “I am...right here,” I say to myself with my 
director’s voice in my head. I am ON DISPLAY.

ON DISPLAY is a human sculpture court, a living gallery of individuals that experience themselves just 
as they are from moment to moment, without any premeditated movements. Created by Heidi Latsky, 
it serves as commentary on the body as spectacle and society›s obsessions with body image. This piece 
reverts the objectifying gaze members of the fashion, disability and performance worlds are subjected 
to.

Heidi first invited me to perform ON DISPLAY with her company, Heidi Latsky Dance, after attending 
a rehearsal in the hopes of becoming an ambassador for the work, which would allow me to create my 

https://www.dancemagazine.com/u/victoriadombroski
https://www.dancemagazine.com/u/victoriadombroski
https://www.dancemagazine.com/u/victoriadombroski
http://heidilatskydance.org/ondisplay/


Click above for YouTube Video

Photo by Nicholas Saretzky, Courtesy Dombroski

own installation. I knew how it felt to be a part of this 
sculpture court in the dance studio, but I had not yet 
encountered what it would feel like to have an audience 
walking through us, as if in a museum. We were to 
wear all white, with zero traces of jewelry, nail polish or 
makeup. I wondered if I would become self-conscious 
about that blemish I couldn›t cover up or that bruise on 
my leg as people stopped and stared. How close were 
people going to get to me? Would I start to think about 
my to-do list, or get bored or tired? I didn›t know what 
kind of effect holding these positions and moving in slow 
motion would have on me after an hour.

When we took our places in Central Park, our stillness 
created a peaceful environment for others to join. As 
people walked by, they couldn’t help but stop and ob-
serve. “We are helping these fast-paced New Yorkers 
slow down!” I thought. We hold our first grand sculpture 
pose the longest, and it’s from there that we start our 
journey.

At the start, as people approached me I felt myself freeze 
a little more, scared to move my eyes or smile or laugh. 
We did not have to look anyone in the eye, nor were we 
supposed to, but there was very clearly an exchange 
present. You feel the public’s eyes on you, just as you 
are, and by feeling their presence and letting them see 
you, you are acknowledging them as well. The audience 
is intertwined and part of the sculpture court as they 
walk through us and see us for who we are; no elaborate 
costumes, no extravagant makeup, no fancy tricks to im-
press.

As the minutes passed, I began to surprise myself more. 
I began to sink in deeper. I became more acutely tuned 
in to myself, yet completely aware of my surroundings. 
Beside me, a young girl who was about 8 years old sat 
down and created a sculpture pose. She even caught on 
to the timing of closing the eyes while moving and open-
ing them when still. Her dedication to the task made my 
heart swell.

https://youtu.be/AJRz8oa5Dq4


Photo by Nicholas Saretzky, Courtesy Heidi Latsky Dance

Click above for YouTube Video

I found myself in awe as my gaze rested on a 
company member gracefully arched back in his 
wheelchair with perfect balance, on another 
dancer with a hand of two fingers reaching to-
wards the sunlight. To my left, an amputated leg 
stretched along the ground and a burn victim 
held her face, staring boldly into the distance. 
How beautiful is was to just be together.

After completing the sculpture court, it felt like 
I had just sat in meditation for an hour. A sense 
of calm permeated every fiber of my being and I 
felt that I had shared a precious moment in time 
with both participants and viewers.

In ON DISPLAY, the goal is not to be 
performative in nature, but rather to be 
dedicated to stillness. At the heart of this social 
and artistic movement is the act of displaying 
oneself fully in the present moment. I am a 
different person and artist after participating.

Getting to work side by side with these in-
credible individuals of all shapes, abilities and 
backgrounds, now as a member of Heidi Latsky 
Dance, has made me so much more aware of 
the disability community. Our diversity creates a 
striking collage that brings us together to experi-
ence art just as we are, without judgement; we 

celebrate each other’s differences as well as our own. The acceptance, vulnerability and honesty I’ve experienced 
through this work bring so much more humility and compassion to my everyday life and, I hope, to those I encoun-
ter. I am so grateful to be a part of this movement.

On Display will be performed on December 3 in recognition of International Day of Persons with Disabilities

https://www.dancemagazine.com/heidi-latsky-on-display-2621870092.html

https://youtu.be/X2Scp1NFL-4


Heidi Latsky shows inclusive vision in her thought-
provoking ‘D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D.’
By: ROBERT JOHNSON | December 13, 2018

PHOTOS BY COLLEEN ROCHEIn a culture dominated by blow-dried news anchors and photoshopped models, it can be 

hard for the average person to look into a mirror without flinching. Vanity and self-delusion will only go so far in 
helping each of us to single out the features that make us feel we “look good,” or at least acceptable, so we can 
walk out the front door each morning with head held high.
Choreographer Heidi Latsky’s “D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D” — which her company, Heidi Latsky Dance, presented on Dec. 
7 at the Wilkins Theatre of Kean University in Union, as part of the Kean Stage series — isn’t likely to make 
anyone less self-conscious about his or her appearance, but this warm-hearted and inclusive spectacle does put 
things into perspective.

Dancers in Heidi Latsky’s “D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D”, which was performed by her Heidi Latsky Dance company at the Wilkins Theatre at Kean Uni-
versity in Union, Dec. 7.

http://heidilatskydance.org/
http://www.keanstage.com/


Shuffling into the theater through the back door, audience mem-
bers find themselves onstage with the dancers. We can take a seat 
on the edges of the stage, or step down into the auditorium, but 
Latsky never turns out the lights — the first clue that her purpose, 
in “D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D.,” is to erase the boundary that usually sepa-
rates viewers from performers. Here everyone remains in sight. 
And as we tiptoe around the dancers, who are scattered standing 
or lying in various attitudes, we hear a voice describe the charac-
teristics of some people who are not present.
A man in his 20s, for instance, wears his hair in a “stylish bun” and 
sports a “sizable crotch,” the voice says, but his shoulder is in a 
cast and he’s missing some teeth. One woman in her 20s has “long 
lashes,” but another has “crooked legs turned in at the knee” and 
“uses a wheeled walker.” The voice is matter-of-fact in noticing and 
cataloguing a variety of eyes, lips, moles, tattoos, piercings and 
styles of movement from the luxurious to the halting.

The dancers, too, are a mixed bunch. Like most of us, each of them 
has some feature or quality that one can admire as conventionally 
beautiful — long, slender legs, for instance; muscular arms; or a 
dazzling grin. Yet a couple of them are in wheelchairs. One woman 

Dancers in Heidi Latsky’s “D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D”

seems to be missing her fingers. A man cradles a twisted, frozen hand in his other hand. Politely, they refrain 
from staring at us. But what do we look like, to them?

Surely they notice our timidity, as we hide our quirks and that extra roll of post-Thanksgiving joy beneath 
sweaters and artfully arranged scarves. These dancers are more courageous. Three of them are posing on 
pedestals, and a team of costume designers has dressed them in white robes that part revealingly, with see-
through plastic panels offering extra glimpses of flesh. Latsky describes the scene on stage as a “sculpture 
court,” referring to those historic works of art that glorify the human form. Everybody, she seems to say here, 
has a place among the heroes, in a pantheon that celebrates humanity’s diversity and the experience of living.

The scene onstage switches “on” gently, and the whole cast suddenly starts and shifts, as if becoming aware 
of a noise or other signal beyond the perimeter. A woman in a wheelchair makes a tour of the stage, with 
another woman lying curled across her lap. Then the dance proceeds episodically, highlighting this or that 
figure, some disabled and others merely imperfect, all talented in some way. With such a diverse collection of 
performers, large-scale group maneuvers are nearly impossible and so one focuses on details.
Although it must be said that Latsky’s choreography makes less of an impression in this “sculpture-court” 
setting than it did in the more conventionally arranged “Tryptich,” which her company presented in 2015, there 
is always something in “D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D.” to beguile the eye: a woman’s feet kicking fiercely to the sides in a 
jump; another woman’s arms swaying in a giant wave; feints and plunges; attacks and swoons. A young man 
whose legs end in stumps can still inch across the floor or walk on his knees. The woman without fingers can 
still caress her arms and turn her folded hands upward and downward. At one point, two women travel across 



the stage face-to-face with one walking backward, interrogating each other with gestures that seem to test 
the air between them.

At the post-performance discussion, the dancers regroup on stage in their street clothes, seeming 
remarkably happy. Given the chance to speak, audience members voice their relief from fear, and say that 
“D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D.” allowed them to experience a newfound sense of freedom.

Latsky discusses her own work as a form of democracy, redefining virtuosity and beauty, and as a response to 
the casual cruelty of our times. “This is my Resistance,” she says.

https://www.njarts.net/dance/heidi-latsky-shows-inclusive-vision-in-her-thought-provoking-d-i-s-p-l-a-y-e-d/

https://www.njarts.net/dance/heidi-latsky-shows-inclusive-vision-in-her-thought-provoking-d-i-s-p-l-a-y-e-d/


Heidi Latsky Dance’s ‘On Display’ at the Portrait 
Gallery (photos)
BY JEFF MALET | SEPTEMBER 25, 2018

On Sunday, Sept. 23, Heidi 
Latsky Dance of New York City 
transformed the Smithson-
ian National Portrait Gallery’s 
Kogod Auditorium into a living 
sculpture garden featuring a 
diverse cast of 20 performers 
of various ages, races, genders 
and abilities. The project, “On 
Display,” has been described as 
a commentary on “the body as 
spectacle, and society’s obses-
sion with body image.”

This was the Washington, 
D.C., premiere of “On Display,” 
which was initially conceived 
to commemorate the 25th an-
niversary of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. The 90-minute 
work came to the NPG follow-
ing performances in the U.S, 
Canada, Italy, Greece, Spain and 
Indonesia.

The performers posed like stat-
ues, coming to life for brief peri-
ods in carefully choreographed 
“solos that expose the distinc-
tion, fierceness and vulnerability 
of each performer,” according to 
choreographer Latsky.
Meredith Fages of Heidi Latsky Dance in 
the National Portrait Gallery’s Kogod Court-
yard. Photo by Jeff Malet.



The public was challenged to walk around and ap-
proach the performers up close according to each 
viewer’s own comfort level. Members of the dis-
ability, performance and fashion worlds are often 
stared at and objectified in their daily lives.

The Portrait Gallery’s presentation of “On Dis-
play” follows the museum’s ongoing commitment 
to portraiture as performance. Said NPG Direc-
tor Kim Sajet: “Since 2006, Heidi Latsky Dance 
has broken down barriers within and outside the 
dance world by giving individuals with disabilities 
a platform. We are delighted to present ‘On Dis-
play,’ which addresses themes related to the body 
as spectacle and how people treat each other 
based on physical appearance … We hope visitors 
[leave] with a greater sense of inclusivity and ac-
ceptance of others.”



https://georgetowner.com/articles/2018/09/25/inclusion-trough-art-heidi-latskys-display-national-portrait-gallery-
photos



D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D
BY JOHN OSBURNT | MARCH 10, 2018

Heidi Latsky’s D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D. is reached through several stories of descending stairway (or elevator), 
balcony, and lobby. On each level are encountered living sculptures, sometimes still as stone and other times 
in stylized motion. They evoke both classical sculpture and avant-garde fashion, draped in white but wearing 
3-D geometric adornments, wires and corners contrasting the flow and fall of the cloth. The primacy of 
idealized bodies is challenged by a man in (and out of) a wheelchair and other departures from normative 
aesthetics. Conventional notions of gender are bent by the costumes (contributed by seven or more artists 
and designers), the historical allusion of the poses emphasizing their cultural contingency.

As the Rose Nagelberg Theater of the Baruch Performing Arts Center is finally reached, the sculptural display 
continues into the space itself, the audience going amongst the still figures, able to stop and examine them 
in minute detail. Directly before entering the main space, the aerialist Erin Ball dances aloft in (and out of) 

Header image: dancers Desmond Cadogan and Victoria Dombroski, photo by Tatyana Kot.



her wheelchair. Some linger before taking a seat; others become part of the display. Lyrics play overhead: 
thirty texts that sound at first like the pre-autopsy recorded descriptions of corpses familiar from police 
procedurals. But it is apparent soon enough that they refer to living people with gaits, hats on their heads, 
mannerisms, and so on. The impulse to equate the descriptions with the performers is denied: an isolated 
feature may correspond here or there, but none add up to describe anyone before us. The clinical tone is, 
moreover, in contrast to the palpability of the dancers and their garments.

“Where ON DISPLAY is still, D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D. explodes,” declares the show’s website, referring respectively 
to the exhibit and the dance. A familiar trope of sculpture is that it contains the potential of movement, 
particularly if it is of the human form. That is obviously true of this production, but so is its corollary, that the 
body in motion contains the potential of stillness. The shape of the dance, when it begins, is the explosion 
of stillness and its resettling, not through entropy but according to a sort of natural pulse of expansion and 
contraction.

Latsky is known for the use of physically diverse dancers, including those born with distinct characteristics 
or who acquire their “difference” as a result of life experience. The terms commonly used to describe 
this diversity seem out-of-place, except to the extent that we are made to jettison the assumptions they 
contain. In this, the going from stillness to motion and back in Latsky’s collaborative choreography is crucial. 
Movement elides physical differences; stillness, because it encourages the eye to play across the features 
of the body, sharpens it. Shifting from stillness to motion is a reminder that persons are not fixed in time but 
growing, evolving beings. D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D. fights the tendency, particularly in matters of the body, to turn 
humans into things. But, although the moral danger is greatest when the person looked at is unmoving, the 
intent is not to demean stillness, only to reveal our inclinations toward it. In the ordinary course of a day, 
still bodies – in a photograph, say, or sunbathers at the beach – are routinely objectified. When the body in 
D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D. explodes into movement, it changes how we saw it a moment before. Perhaps we looked 
at it clinically, turning a person into a thing, like the descriptions in the soundscape, or stereotypically, 
calculating, for no other reason than its outward characteristics, what it could or could not do. Now we see 
not it, but a living person, dance.

The dancers have astoundingly clear centers, no matter what their shape, and they shoot through space 
with lightning precision and a common energy. Propelled by a movement inducing and beautifully subtle 
soundtrack directed and arranged by Ximena Borges, the dancers acquire the pulse of a unified organism, 
yet one composed of unique beings – forty or more of them, if both the sculptures outside and the dancers 
onstage are counted. The achievement of D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D. is not to suggest that difference can or should be 
ignored. It has the shape of lives as they are lived in all our bodies, or ought to be, organically and without 
prejudgment, mindfully, with ebb and flow.

The three-day run of D.I.S.P.L.A.Y.E.D. continues through March 10, 2018, at Baruch Performing Arts Center. 
For information, click here. Visit Heidi Lasky Dance for more on the company. 

http://osburnt.com/d-i-s-p-l-a-y-e-d/

http://heidilatskydance.org/displayed/
http://osburnt.com/xi-me-na/
http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar/EventList.aspx?fromdate=8/3/2017&todate=12/31/2018&display=Month&type=public&eventidn=44227&view=EventDetails&information_id=506652
http://heidilatskydance.org/
http://osburnt.com/d-i-s-p-l-a-y-e-d/


 HEIDI LATSKY: ON DISPLAY
 

BY MADISON ZALOPANY | JUL 28, 2017 
Photographs by Paula Court  

The Heidi Latsky Dance Company on the 7th Floor Willson Outdoor 
Gallery.  

As a disabled woman I’m no stranger to feeling like my body 
is “on display”. Whenever I am traveling in a public space I am 
acutely aware of my body, and frankly my personhood, not 
being my own but rather an object of curiosity for the outside 
spectator.

So when the Heidi Latsky Dance Company approached the 
Whitney for a collaborative performance with the Friends of 
the Highline for the twenty-seventh annual celebration of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act, I was both excited and skep-
tical. Excited to have a public facing performance of dancers 
with and without disabilities where non-normative bodies and 
disability artistry were celebrated and revered; and skeptical 
about whether or not we live in a time where the performance 
would be perceived by the public as it was intended.

But, on the day of the performance my anxiety disappeared. 
The Heidi Latsky Dancers were truly a diverse company of 
every body imaginable. Spread across the Whitney terraces, 
Largo, and Highline 14th Street Entrance the dancers struck 
graceful poses with subtle chorographical movements. The 
effect was striking.

The program was held on a “pay as you wish” Friday and was 
free to all. Large crowds gathered to watch, take pictures, and 
strike their own poses for Instagram selfies. At certain points 
during the performance the lines between performer and 
spectator blurred. For viewers, like me, it was a rare and beauti-
ful opportunity to see myself represented in an empowering 
context.

The Heidi Latsky 
Dance Company on 
the Whitney De Vos 
largo (Left)  and the 
Whitney 8th Floor 
Lee Terrace (Photo 
Middle - Right).  

https://whitney.org/Education/EducationBlog/HeidiLatskyOnDisplay



ARTICULATE

Dance-able
CLIP: SEASON 3 - 10M 24S | JUNE 11TH, 2018

A life in dance would not seem to be an obvious career choice for those with physical limitations. For cho-
reographer Heidi Latsky, disability is no disadvantage. 

https://www.pbs.org/video/dance-able-5nozbw/

Click Above for Video

https://www.pbs.org/show/articulate/
https://www.pbs.org/video/dance-able-5nozbw/


JUNE 22, 2015

ADF review: ‘Triptych’ program combines art with 
heart
BY ROY C. DICKS, CORRESPONDENT

Heidi Latsky Dance | Photo By: Darial Sneed 

Heidi Latsky’s definition of a dancer is all-inclusive. Age and physical limitations don’t come into it. She 
explores the beauty in all bodies while maintaining rigorous aesthetic standards.

Her company’s debut at the Amer ican Dance Festival offers Latsky’s intriguing new program, “Triptych.” Its 
three sections, together lasting a little over an hour, are designed to be presented in any order, varying each 
evening.

At Sunday’s performance, the program began with “Somewhere,” its 10 dancers clad in various white tops 
and pants. They were first seen in murky shadows with one arm raised. As one of the several dozen hanging 
bulbs started to glow, the dancers began moving, with emphasis on outstretched arms and sudden low 
swoops, in a constant rush of steps.
 
From a chair with his back to the audience, Robert Simpson used his arms and hands to sculpt the air with lyrical 
gestures, evoking the wings of a crane. Later, Jerron Herman, his left arm permanently locked in an outstretched posi-
tion, whirled and twisted with intense energy. From a kneeling position, Alexandria Wailes’ expressive hands wove 



fleeting patterns and ritualistic signals. No defense was necessary for these performers’ Parkinson’s disease, 
cerebral palsy and deafness, respectively.

Next came a 14-minute film, “Soliloquy,” in which these three dancers, along with others of varying abili-
ties, are featured, first in extreme close-up (eyes, necks, elbows), then slowly revealing more of their bodies. 
In dreamy overlapping images that look like classic paintings, the bodies become individuals with palpable 
personalities.

Finishing out the evening was “Solo Countersolo,” Latsky’s piece for herself and five others, all in black cos-
tuming. While the others held shifting poses, Latsky began a slow undulation that grew intensely frenetic, 
expending impressive energy for someone in her mid-50s. To Xi.me.na Borges’ rhythmic, eclectic score, the 
six dancers then worked through a number of solos and combinations, often introducing elements from the 
previous program segments. Despite being a little too long for what it establishes, the piece keeps the eye on 
the move.

Latsky’s mission is both admirable and artistic, combining art with heart.

https://www.newsobserver.com/entertainment/arts-culture/article25158460.html



Heidi Latsky Dance show at Montclair State looks 
to the future
BY: ROBERT JOHNSON | APRIL 17, 2015

If film becomes the medium of preference for choreographers in the 21st century, it will be because of 
luminous works like Heidi Latsky’s “Soliloquy.” The first in a series of dance films that Montclair State 

Photo By: Marina Leviskaya | Gregory Youdan, Jr., Brynt Beitman and Jerron Herman dance in “Somewhere,” which is part of a 
show Heidi Latsky Dance is present at the Kasser Theater at Montclair State University, through Sunday.

University plans to produce, “Soliloquy” received its premiere at the Alexander Kasser Theater on Thurs-
day, on an evening that combined both live and recorded performances by Heidi Latsky Dance.

With Latsky credited as both director and choreographer, and Zac Halberd as director of photography, 
the film’s debut suggests a fresh beginning for Montclair State as an incubator of avant-garde dance. 
While MSU has dabbled in film before, most excitingly with the downloadable “Frame Dances” Susan 
Marshall created in 2009, an initiative called “Dance for Film on Location” now seems likely to catapult 
the university and its director of arts and cultural programming, Jedediah Wheeler, to the forefront of 
those who are imagining what the future of dance might look like. Choreographers Nora Chipaumire and 
Doug Elkins will create the next films in the series.



Filled with close-ups of a diverse group of performers, “Soliloquy” offers the kind of intimacy and heroic 
physicality that are traditional selling points for dance. At the outset, organic shapes evolve in soft focus 
as if limbs were forming in the womb. We examine the texture of hair and skin, and then we see the fan-
tastic architecture of the body in motion: heads slowly toggling side to side and the torque of a dancer’s 
muscular back. The camera grazes these surfaces with a loving touch, dwelling on their beauty while 
Chris Brierly’s music adds emotional highlights.

But wait, there’s a catch. Suddenly a woman rushes toward the camera, apparently legless. An older 
man’s head nods restlessly, in a way that doesn’t look quite right. Are his moves choreographed, or are 
they a sign of pathology? Context is everything. When the camera pulls back, introducing the dancers 
one by one in full-body shots, we see that one woman, Jen Bricker, is indeed legless. Another woman is 

Photo By: Zac Halberd | Heidi Latsky and Jeffrey Freeze in “Soliloquy.”

pregnant; and the older man, Robert Simpson, leans on a cane. They are not typical dancers, yet in a magic 
world where no one competes for prizes or has to perform ordinary tasks like climbing stairs or unscrewing a 
jar-lid, these people appear equal to everyone else. They are individuals dancing along life’s path, growing and 
reborn from one moment to the next; and they make glamorous film stars.

Perhaps the key image in “Soliloquy” is a close-up of an eye, looking extravagantly detailed with its mottled iris 
and wet lashes. A nod to Buñuel’s similarly disorienting film “Un Chien Andalou,” this eye reminds us that art 
has the power to liberate all of us not only by permitting us to dream, but simply by changing our perspective.

“Soliloquy,” however, is only the first offering in an evening called “Triptych;” and it is a hard act to follow. 
The choreographer takes a central role in “Solo Countersolo,” a dance from 2013, her hips swirling and knees 
twisting as if she wants to screw herself into the ground. Moving around and past her, five members of 
her company perform staggered, faceted moves that grow in scale and begin to travel widely without ever 
amounting to much.



The third piece, titled “Somewhere,” offers another, rewarding glimpse of the movement by non-normative 
performers that “Soliloquy” teaches us to crave. Like that movement, Xi.me.na Borges’ Minimalist score is 
intermittent, racing one moment and oddly still the next. Simpson lopes across the stage and sits in a chair, 
extending his arms and seeming to talk to us with his large hands curiously folding. This gestural language 
makes a striking counterpart to the ASL that deaf performer Alexandria Wailes will demonstrate later. Most 
remarkable of all, however, is Jerron Herman. A dancer who holds out one arm stiffly, hand clenched in a fist, 
he whips fiercely across the stage and his body ripples with energy. Next to Herman, a more conventionally 
gifted dancer might appear bland; and Latsky spotlights Herman at the end in a solo that bursts with 
unsuspected promise.

Heidi Latsky Dance will repeat its program tonight through Sunday at the Alexander Kasser Theater at 
Montclair State University in Montclair. Visit peakperfs.org.

https://www.njarts.net/dance/heidi-latsky-dance-show-at-montclair-state-looks-to-the-future/#

http://peakperfs.org/
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Dance Review

Sailing Into a Summer 
Night on the  
Wings of Beauty
Heidi Latsky Dance Performs ‘Gimp’
at Lincoln Center

BY BRIAN SEIBERT

“I’ve been watching you,” David Harrell yelled at 
the people assembled in Hearst Plaza on Saturday 
night for Lincoln Center Out of Doors. “I think 
you’re beautiful,” he said, and then, “I thought this 
was going to be strange,” and: “This has really 
moved me. It’s really changed me.”

 Coming from Mr. Harrell, 25 minutes into 
the show, the speech was ironic. Where most 
people have a right hand, he has a tiny stump. 
He is one of several disabled performers in Heidi 
Latsky’s “Gimp,” a dance work that challenges 
preconceptions about beauty and body image, and 
his speech is a reversal. Complimenting members 
of the audience, he models how they might 
compliment the cast.

“Gimp” is stuffing words in viewers’ mouths. It’s 
unfortunate that Ms. Latsky feels she must coerce, 
because much of “Gimp” really is beautiful and 
moving. The opening duet between Jennifer Bricker 
and Maximiliano Torandell is a conventionally sexy 
aerialist number using pendant strands of purple 
silk. As Mr. Torandell hangs upside down and Ms. 
Bricker climbs toward him in vertical somersaults, gathering the fabric around her arms, in 
search of a kiss, it both matters greatly and not at all that she doesn’t have legs.

And it is to Ms. Latsky’s credit that the show isn’t Pollyanna-ish. Frustration and shame course 
through it. Jerron Herman’s limp is an angry strut, and at first it’s unclear whether his jutting 
arm and middle finger are under his control. (The offensive gesture turns out to be optional.) 
As Akemi Nishida’s miniature, three-fingered hand creeps all over her body, she regards it as 
alien. The look on her face is pained.

page 1 of 2

Paula Lobo for The New York Times

Heidi Latsky Dance  
Maximiliano Torandell and 
Jennifer Bricker in “Gimp” 
at Hearst Plaza on Saturday 
as part of Lincoln Center 
Out of Doors.  
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Friday, July 24, 2009 

Moved to See More 
Than ‘Disabled’
BY EMILY MACEL

A dancer reaches her left arm to the side, then high above 
her head. Snakelike, her arm wraps around her head or 
slides around her torso. When the strong muscular limb 
disappears behind her back, she is standing with no arms, 
fingertips barely emerging from her right side. Catherine 
Long has only one arm, but what an arm it is.

The dancers of Heidi Latsky’s “GIMP,” which was 
performed in excerpts at the Kennedy Center’s 
Millennium Stage free performance series on Wednesday, are of mixed ability. In “GIMP,” 
presented in conjunction with the National Forum on Careers in the Arts for People with 
Disabilities, Latsky asks us to look at people for what they are capable of, rather than what they 
can’t do. Some of the performers, like Latsky herself, are what we typically think of as dancers, 
while others like Long prove to the audience that it doesn’t take two arms to have strength  
and grace.

Lawrence Carter-Long, Catherine Long’s husband, struts around the stage with a heavy, 
rhythmic gait. Because of his cerebral palsy, his knees turn inward and his back is permanently 
arched. Yet in a duet with Jeffrey Freeze, who swings his arms with a swift crispness and leaps 
effortlessly, our eyes are drawn to Carter-Long’s punches, impossibly inverted plies or fitful falls 
to the floor.

“GIMP”means to shock us at times. But by focusing our attention on what isn’t there, it creates 
striking imagery that won’t be found at just any dance concert. The show ended with the Longs 
locked in an embrace, Catherine swiveling her hips while “I Like the Way You Move” blared. 
“GIMP” takes the “dis” out of disabled and reveals a whole new realm of abilities.

Dancers perform  
a movement from  
Heidi Latsky’s 
“GIMP.”  
(By Carlos Arias)
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Inspiring ‘GIMP’ pushes  
boundaries of dance
BY SID SMITH, Special to the Tribune

Heidi Latsky’s “GIMP,” which includes dancers who are disabled, is one of those ideas that 
arrive as visionary, only to soon inspire the question: “Why not?” Sure, dance is about the 
perfection of the body and superhuman skill. But that hasn’t stopped it from embracing such 
themes as suffering, oppression, struggle and disenfranchisement. Moreover, as art, dance 
welcomes all manner of participants. No one would confuse Merce Cunningham with a  
six-pack-sporting hunk. Just as Liz Lerman so lyrically integrated senior citizens into her work, 
Bill T. Jones employed pudgy Lawrence Goldhuber for years to brilliant effect. Perfection  
comes in many guises.

“GIMP” played as part of the Chicago Humanities Festival on Sunday at the Francis W. Parker 
School, and it revealed a choreographer who is lean in style and something of a miniaturist. 
The six dancers, including Latsky herself — a Jones troupe alumna, by the way — engage in 
only one lift throughout, and they touch each other sparingly, though often in the most intense 
dramatic clutches when they do. They walk a great deal, and one of them, Lawrence Carter-
Long, does so with a disabled gait.

They also pose a lot, underlining the mix of classical and modern scores with statuary defiance. 
In one unforgettable sequence, Akemi Nishida, a woman with an incompletely formed arm, 
delivers a powerful, haunting solo of slow, hypnotic self-caresses and solo expressions, a 
sequence electrifying in its transformation of disadvantage into piquant, sublime beauty.

“GIMP,” fraught with anguish and alienation, is not to be denied occasional wry humor. In one 
section, Carter-Long vocalizes doubts that might well be in the minds of the audience.  
“I thought it would be weird,” goes one of his lines.

Avoiding the sentimental, bringing small groups of dancers on and off, Latsky constructs an 
ever-changing landscape of mournful, exotic stage pictures, tableaux that can seem barren and 
weighted, only to be punctuated with frenzy. Toward the end, one performer swings his arms in 
repetitions that crescendo in speed and approach a dazzling hysteria.

The one-hour “GIMP” could be shorter and accommodate even more disabled dancers. But it 
both seduces and provokes, a stirring instance of art busting its own boundaries and nudging 
consciousness toward new, uncharted heights.

page 1 of 1
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Heidi Latsky
BY THEODORE BALE
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When six confident dancers (Christina Briggs,  
Lawrence Carter-Long, Jeffrey Freeze, Lezlie Frye, 
Catherine Long, and Heidi Latsky) walk slowly down-
stage in the opening scene of GIMP, each is looking 
directly, almost confrontationally, into the audience. 
Two of them have provocative slogans on their black 
T-shirts: “Keep staring, I might do a trick,” says one, 
and “Let’s get ready to stumble,” the other. The words 
reminded me that as a child, I was taught never to 
stare at disabled persons. I remained curious into 
adulthood, however, and the dancers in GIMP not only 
break this common taboo, they make the situation reciprocal: They stare back at you.

Subverting these well-established “polite” conventions of gaze is the starting point for this 
event, which skillfully blends political inquiry, psychology, and aesthetic explorations of form, 
structure, and dynamics. GIMP is without doubt a gleaming milestone in the progress of con-
temporary dance and theater, proving that the term “disabled dancer” is an oxymoron.

The performance began outdoors with a mesmerizing aerial overture and prologue to original 
live music by Stan Strickland and Randall Woolf. One definition of gimp is “a ribbon-like, braid-
ed fabric.” Jennifer Bricker (an accomplished aerialist and athlete without legs) and Nathan 
Crawford (a dancer with the Britney Spears “Circus” tour), used just that—a suspended stretch 
of long, crimson silk—for an intensely erotic duet. In a series of variations on spinning and 
clinging, each took turns manipulating the other within and around the fabric. In its abstract 
sense, it was a striking study in proportion and scale. When Crawford embraced Bricker, she 
became entirely concealed within his arms and torso. When she grounded one of his spinning 
episodes from far below, she appeared to be navigating a huge kite through a hurricane.

The stage portion of GIMP has an urban, night-club feel. Eva Mantell’s scrim projections of 
body parts, classic statuary, and animals, as well as Christopher Ash’s tense lighting design, 
provide a worthy landscape for a series of non-narrative duets and ensembles. Text is frag-
mentary. “Three cripples walk into a bar,” says Carter-Long at one moment, never finishing the 
joke. Certain episodes juxtapose the same movement or gesture by a dancer such as Latsky 
(with a traditional body) and a dancer whose arm finishes in a smooth point rather than a set 
of five splayed fingers, or another who has just one arm. The purpose here is not to assert any 
kind of qualitative hierarchy. Rather, the performers are like a thicket of trees subsisting on the 
same soil, light, and water, but each expressing its response to those elements with irrefutable 
distinction.

Jennifer Bricker and 
Nathan Crawford 
in the mesmerizing 
aerial overture to 
GIMP. G_fkf�Zflik\jp�
@:8%
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reminded me that as a child, I was taught never to 
stare at disabled persons. I remained curious into 
adulthood, however, and the dancers in GIMP not only 
break this common taboo, they make the situation reciprocal: They stare back at you.

Subverting these well-established “polite” conventions of gaze is the starting point for this 
event, which skillfully blends political inquiry, psychology, and aesthetic explorations of form, 
structure, and dynamics. GIMP is without doubt a gleaming milestone in the progress of con-
temporary dance and theater, proving that the term “disabled dancer” is an oxymoron.

The performance began outdoors with a mesmerizing aerial overture and prologue to original 
live music by Stan Strickland and Randall Woolf. One definition of gimp is “a ribbon-like, braid-
ed fabric.” Jennifer Bricker (an accomplished aerialist and athlete without legs) and Nathan 
Crawford (a dancer with the Britney Spears “Circus” tour), used just that—a suspended stretch 
of long, crimson silk—for an intensely erotic duet. In a series of variations on spinning and 
clinging, each took turns manipulating the other within and around the fabric. In its abstract 
sense, it was a striking study in proportion and scale. When Crawford embraced Bricker, she 
became entirely concealed within his arms and torso. When she grounded one of his spinning 
episodes from far below, she appeared to be navigating a huge kite through a hurricane.

The stage portion of GIMP has an urban, night-club feel. Eva Mantell’s scrim projections of 
body parts, classic statuary, and animals, as well as Christopher Ash’s tense lighting design, 
provide a worthy landscape for a series of non-narrative duets and ensembles. Text is frag-
mentary. “Three cripples walk into a bar,” says Carter-Long at one moment, never finishing the 
joke. Certain episodes juxtapose the same movement or gesture by a dancer such as Latsky 
(with a traditional body) and a dancer whose arm finishes in a smooth point rather than a set 
of five splayed fingers, or another who has just one arm. The purpose here is not to assert any 
kind of qualitative hierarchy. Rather, the performers are like a thicket of trees subsisting on the 
same soil, light, and water, but each expressing its response to those elements with irrefutable 
distinction.

Jennifer Bricker and 
Nathan Crawford 
in the mesmerizing 
aerial overture to 
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Confronting Disability 
With Modern Dance
BY COREY KILGANNON

Not everyone is ready for this dance company that calls 
itself Gimp and its members with undeveloped or ampu-
tated limbs, and bodies beset with physical challenges.

Not everyone is ready for the way the muscular dancer 
throws around the tall, skinny guy with cerebral palsy like 
it’s pro wrestling, and not modern dance.

Not everyone is ready for the production’s spoken portion, which opens with that skinny guy, 
Lawrence Carter-Long, 42, telling the audience a joke that starts, “So, three cripples walk into a 
bar.” And there may be strange looks when he goes on to mimic what some audience members 
tell the dancers after they perform.

“I thought that you were going to be weird, but it’s really an opportunity, you know?” Mr. 
Carter-Long intones onstage. “Who would have expected this in a modern dance performance. 
I have to rethink this whole thing.”

There is a reason the Gimp dancers present the unexpected, onstage. Even the name Gimp is 
a meant to be an in-your-face confrontation of common notions of disability and dance. The 
troupe is performing Thursday through Saturday at the Abrons Arts Center, at the Henry Street 
Settlement in Manhattan.

“The goal is to honor each person’s really specific ways of moving, really specific, unique per-
sonalities,” said Heidi Latsky, the dancer and choreographer who founded Gimp.

Rather than work around these dancers’ particular limitations, she tries to find distinct abilities 
in their bodies and explore the artistic possibilities that can be had from these differences.

So the jaunty rhythm of Mr. Carter-Long’s offbeat stride is featured. So is the vertical linearity 
of Catherine Long — who was born without a left arm — when she stretches to the sky with 
her right arm, Statue of Liberty-style. And so is the intriguing asymmetry of Lezlie Frye 29, who 
has one arm shorter than the other and windmills both arms while bending at the waist, up and 
down.

Jeremy Alliger, a producer for Gimp, says that, far from being limited by these dancers, Ms. 
Latsky “is like an artist who has just had new colors added to the palette.”

VIDEO: 
‘Collision’ of Dance 
and Disability
A New York City 
dance company  
called Gimp turns a 
prevailing notion of 
physical handicaps  
on its head. Then 
comes a leap,  
a pirouette, a lift....
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Brandishing unique 
bodies, dance troupe 
triumphs
By HELEN O’NEILL
AP Special Correspondent 

NEW YORK – An hour before the curtain rises,  
the choreographer stands alone on stage, nervously  
gazing at the rows of empty seats.

Heidi Latsky is about to unveil the boldest, most 
important performance of her life, a performance so 
fearless, so utterly different from anything she has 
ever done.

And she is tortured by questions and doubts.

Will audiences understand her vision, and that of the 
unique performers they are about to see? Or will they 
find it too shocking, too disconcerting, too weird?

What will they think of the beautiful young woman 
with the porcelain skin, whose exposed shoulder-
blade quivers in a solo that spotlights her missing 
left arm, or the raw athleticism of another performer 
whose shortened, twisted arm is groped by her 
able-bodied suitor in a frenzied, erotic courtship that 
consumes the center stage?

Will they applaud, or recoil?

Will they even show up?

___

All her life, Latsky has been drawn to different bodies and forms. She sees the way someone 
moves, the shape of their limbs, long before she notices their personality.
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This article appeared in: The Los Angeles Times, The Washington Post, ABC, MSNBC, Seattle 
Times, Huffington Post, Toronto Globe and Mail, The Miami Herald, The Star Online, Malaysia, 
Indopia, India, and Prince George Citizen, among others.
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A Dancer’s Hard-Won Debut
BY JOY GOODWIN

In a sunlight-infused studio at the Baryshnikov Arts Center one recent afternoon, Lisa Bufano 
sat in a corner, attaching her prosthetics. Ms. Bufano, a 34-year-old performance artist whose 
legs are amputated just below the knee, worked methodically to attach what she called her 
“running legs,” a pair of coil-like springs. The task was made more difficult by the absence of 
Ms. Bufano’s fingers; they too were amputated in 1994, in one of 20 surgeries undertaken to 
save her life.

The Boston-based Ms. Bufano was in New York to rehearse for the upcoming premiere of 
“Five Angry Mouths,” her first dance performance. An untrained dancer, Ms. Bufano asked the 
choreographer (and former Bill T. Jones dancer) Heidi Latsky to create the solo for her — and to 
coach her in performing it. Ms. Bufano’s solo, along with a new companion solo for Ms. Latsky, 
will debut at Judson Memorial Church on January 19 and 20.

Jogging around the studio in close-fitting lycra to the driving rhythms of Japanese pop, Ms. 
Bufano looked fit and sleek. When she struck a pose, the eye was drawn not to the shiny 
prosthetics but to her steely gaze. Despite the missing fingers, her fists looked tough and 
strong when she held them above her head. Intense yet unmistakably groovy, she suggested a 
cool, confident downtown woman.

Even later on, when she removed the prosthetic legs and slid to the floor, she carried herself 
with authority. When traces of vulnerability did appear, they were superseded by images of 
strength — sitting bolt upright, a sudden snap of the head, or one of those arresting stares.

Ms. Bufano’s first dance solo shows the iron core of a woman who has been challenging 
herself ever since a raging staph bacteria infection made her an amputee at 21. Even while still 
hospitalized, the former art school student began painting, holding the paintbrush in her mouth. 
But it would be years before she went back to school in her late 20s. After graduating, she re-
entered the work force as a web designer, then quit her job in 2005 to pursue art full-time.

This fall, when Ms. Bufano received a $4,000 Franklin Furnace Grant for Performance Art to 
stage a major work in New York, she knew it was time to work with a choreographer. “After I 
became an amputee, I spent a lot of time hiding behind a camera, doing animation and video,” 
Ms. Bufano said during a break from rehearsals. “But this fall, I felt I had to pursue dance as a 
way to be more comfortable in front of people. Because it terrified me.”

A friend recommended Ms. Latsky, who was struck by Ms. Bufano’s potential from their first 
meeting. “Her body made such beautiful shapes,” Ms. Latsky recalled. “And she has such a rich 
interior life that is so alive in her dancing — which is actually something that can be hard to 
discover in trained dancers.”
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Ms. Bufano relocated to New York for a few months to work closely with Ms. Latsky on 
technique and choreography. The two were determined to make an unstintingly physical piece. 
But it was clear that the process would involve more than steps. A key breakthrough came one 
day in rehearsal, the product of a simple request. Ms. Latsky turned to Ms. Bufano and said 
simply, “Tell your story.”

Ms. Bufano chose to tell the story of one significant day during her illness. “It was one of the 
rare days when I was alone in the hospital,” Ms. Bufano recalled. “I had known that they had 
taken some of my fingers, but I didn’t know how much they had taken, because the bandages 
were there. I noticed one of the bandages was loose, so I started unraveling it, not knowing. 
And my hand inside the bandage was getting smaller and smaller. Then I saw my hand. I saw 
the five incisions where my fingers had been. They looked like five open mouths to me.”

To Ms. Bufano, “That was a good sign. The fingers were bleeding and healthy — whereas the 
last time I had seen them, they had looked really bad.”

When she told Ms. Latsky the story, it was, she said, “a big crying day.” It was also the 
beginning of a more honest, vulnerable way of working.

“We really tied the meaning to the movements,” Ms. Latsky said. The process was often 
emotional, marked by creative battles. A piece of music that Ms. Latsky loved was rejected by 
Ms. Bufano, who saw the song as the work of a tragic figure. “I didn’t want people to see me as 
tragic,” Ms. Bufano emphasized.

Ms. Latsky evidently agreed, for the figure that emerges in “Five Angry Mouths” exudes 
strength — even at her most defenseless and exposed. Ms. Bufano, who professes an 
admiration for “extreme” dance forms like Butoh, commands the stage by sheer force of 
personality. At times, the way she articulates the distinctive choreography is even somewhat 
reminiscent of Ms. Latsky’s own movement style — fierce, compact, direct.

Ms. Bufano, who has performed the solo in local workshops, looks forward to showing it to 
its first large audience. For now, however, she can’t bring herself to watch video of herself 
performing it. “I felt so emotional, seeing myself like that,” she said, shaking her head. “The 
moments of vulnerability versus the moments of strength. It’s really scary to be seen like that. 
But I also really want it to be seen.”
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In Remembrance Of Me Heidi Latsky’s 
Mother’s Day gift at Danspace
BY EVA YAA ASANTEWAA

Heidi Latsky’s “Disjointed,” which premiered at Danspace Project at St. Mark’s Church, 
is a beautiful gift of love to her deceased mother. Sandra Latsky died a little over a 
year ago, following decades of struggle with brain tumors and neurological disability 
that ultimately disjointed her thinking and speaking. Her strikingly talented daughter, 
a scrappy latecomer to professional training, first started out in disco and jazz dance. 
Eventually she wound up with Bill T. Jones and Arnie Zane, Jones’ partner in life and art 
who died of AIDS. Today as we watch Latsky partner the elegantly muscular and lithe 
Nathan Trice - who is black - and the jazzy, rambunctious Jeffrey Freeze - who is white 
- we cannot help but think of Bill and Arnie. Pretty soon, we’re not only enmeshed in 
Latsky’s history, we’re drifting through our own memories of vigils and loss.

“Disjointed” is saturated with Sandra Latsky, from the over-the-top accompaniment, 
selected from music she cherished, to the strutting chorus of dancers, each sporting 
a whimsical hat - some of which she wore - meant to reveal a jaunty spirit while 
concealing a physical wound.

The piece begins with lights down. We can hear a very brief, slightly muffled recording 
from a TV comedy bit, complete with laugh track, perhaps excerpted from a show that 
Latsky’s mother had loved. Through this tiny detail, Latsky begins to draw us close to 
her mother. It’s as if we’ve tiptoed into a darkened room where her mother has fallen 
asleep with the set on.

Piles of crumpled tissues resembling snowdrifts encircle the space, designed by 
Matthew Eggleton. Dancers are stationed across the floor, along the risers, and even 
up in the balcony. Clad in white and ivory, this chorus begins to move like a flock of 
heavy birds laboring to fly great distances. The soundtrack from “The Umbrellas of 
Cherbourg” - evoking the poignant lyrics, “If it takes forever, I will wait for you, for a 
thousand summers...” - fills the palpable, hollow spaces between one dancer and the 
next like a stormy wind sweeping through a stand of trees.

At first, three dancers - Latsky, Trice, and Freeze, all clad in black - go largely unnoticed 
amid this powerful expanse of white. Trice stands quietly, far away on a riser. Freeze, 
from some angles of view, is hidden until he slowly raises and lowers his arm, moving 
his fingers as if suffering tremors. Latsky lies motionless, caught up in a wide crimson 
sash. When she rises with the cloth wound around her neck and arm, she unfolds 
her limbs in a stunning ritual of movement set to sounds of a heart beating in the 



foreground and women chanting faintly in the distance.

Jazz dance, ballet, and postmodern dance have all have had an impact upon Latsky’s virtuosic, speedy, 
and passionate style. (The same might be said for the choreographic work of Sean Curran, another 
former Jones/Zane dancer, who is credited with the Trice-Latsky duet.) A physically small woman 
with gigantic energy, Latsky clearly can be a handful. Freeze and Trice make perfect accomplices for 
wrestling with the largeness of this work. Even today when postmodern dance admits more drama and 
feeling, presenting a dance this nakedly emotional is a gutsy move. Latsky and her dancers pull it off 
with the utmost of finesse. 



Heidi Latsky Dance Troupe Pays Tribute to a 
Mother’s Courage
BY JENNIFER DUNNING PUBLISHED: MAY 15, 2006

Sandra Latsky battled brain tumors for 35 years before dying in late 2004. Heidi Latsky, her 
daughter, who is a modern-dance choreographer and performer in New York City, paid tribute 
to that fight and to her mother’s courage and humor in “Disjointed,” a new full-evening piece 
performed by Heidi Latsky Dance on Saturday night at the Danspace Project at St. Mark’s 
Church.

The theater was littered with piles of tissues, some of them doubling as clouds later in the 
piece, in Kathy Kaufmann’s subtle, fluid lighting design. The stage was filled with angelic 
figures, men and women dressed in loose-fitting white with arms frequently arched like wings. 
Later they return in a joyous processional to ballroom dance music, all wearing hats in a wild 
variety that the choreographer uses to allude to brain-tumor patients.

A man (Jeffrey Freeze) and a woman (Ms. Latsky), both dressed in black, find each other in 
the throng and engage in clinging duets with off-kilter partnering and high lifts, eventually 
alone onstage. An unthreatening figure of death (Nathan Trice), also in black, moves Ms. 
Latsky through a duet choreographed by Sean Curran but eventually claims the other man. 
In the last moments of the piece, set to a score by Frank Ponzio and Kym Serrano, a nude 
pregnant woman in a video by Alison Rootberg looms over the dim stage and Ms. Latsky’s tiny 
live figure.

“Disjointed” is not the touching piece one might have expected, though it comes close when 
snatches of instrumental versions of popular songs and old radio sitcom chatter burst through 
the music. Instead, Ms. Latsky has managed to suggest the terrible essential loneliness 
of those who suffer serious long-term illness and those who care for them - with anger 
sometimes pushing through the love - and watch them dying.


